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a b s t r a c t 

Nowadays, with the widespread access to web 2.0, the social network plays an unbelievable role in 

knowledge sharing and diffusion of new products. People can share their views and can visit other’s 

opinion about the particular material, news, products, artifacts and, trends, etc. anywhere, anytime, and 

anywhere. An Opinion leader is a critical person who can change, modify and transform other’s view by 

their knowledge and proficiency. In this article, an innovative approach is proposed to discover the top-N 

local and global opinion leader within the community and social network respectively. Initially, we iden- 

tified the community structure within the social network using the modified Louvain method and next 

identified the opinion leader using a modified firefly algorithm in each community. We also determined 

the global opinion leader within the same social network using the same firefly algorithm. The proposed 

approach is exceptionally supportive to expert and intelligent system because it competently discovered 

the local optimum concurrently in each subgroup of the social network. All the users can update its at- 

tractiveness value without any supposition, and as soon as the distance among the user’s increases, the 

other users can automatically create another subgroup in the network and form the local community. 

In addition, as the population size in the network increases, the entire users measure their prominence 

simultaneously. Therefore, there is no consequence on computational time and accuracy of the algorithm. 

Thus, the proposed algorithm is superlative suitable for discovering the opinion leader in the local com- 

munity and globally in the social network. For legalized the proposed approach, we implemented our 

proposed method on synthesized as well as on real dataset. Finally, we concluded that both the rec- 

ommended procedures are much better concerning the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score with the 

widely used standard Social Network Analysis (SNA) measures. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

In the current web scenario, social networking is an inte-

ral part of human life. These sites, such as Facebook, Twitter,

umblr, and Instagram, etc. provide the opportunity to interact

ith another unknown world of known things and human being.

urrently, these Websites are the primary source of information

ransmission and dissimilation ( Boyd & Ellison, 2007; Scott, 20 0 0;

asserman & Faust, 1994 ). Moreover, social networking sites often

rovide a platform for the companies for the diffusion of the new

roduct and merchandise ( Abrahamson & Rosenkopf, 1997; Bakshy,

osenn, Marlow, & Adamic, 2012 ). The success rate of this diffusion

s dependent upon identifying the critical users effectively in the
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ocial network, such type of person known as an opinion leader.

pinion leader has more incredible significance for the diffusion

f the new product. Opinion leader also affects the consumer be-

avior and decision making by their knowledge and experience

bout a particular product ( Chan & Misra, 1990; Myers & Robert-

on, 1972 ). 

According to Dye (20 0 0) , an opinion leader is a person or set of

ersons having more influence on the customer’s adoption process

nd decision making. Lazarsfeld et al. have introduced the phe-

omenon of the opinion leader in their seminar in 1940 and 1950

 Gold, Katz, Lazarsfeld, & Roper, 1956 ). According to them, iden-

ification of opinion leader is a two-step procedure in which in

he first step, opinion leader analyzes, examine and understand the

nd user’s requirements, and in the second step, opinion leader de-

ives their own opinion from the first step incorporated with their

nowledge and skills. 

We introduced the problem of identification of local and global

pinion leader in the online social network. Many researchers have

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eswa.2018.12.043
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made various effort s and studied to find the solution to this prob-

lem. To solve this problem, initially, we partitioned the social net-

work in multiple communities and next we, attempted to iden-

tify the opinion leader. We have also used the firefly algorithm

to determine the global and local opinion leader. The Firefly Al-

gorithm (FA) is a naturally inspired meta-heuristic optimization

algorithm ( Liu, Tian, Zhang, Yuan, & Xue, 2013 ). The concept of

the algorithm is based on the global community and blinking ac-

tions of Firefly. In this technique, the flashing light of fireflies helps

to find out the mates, enticing the potential target and protecting

themselves from their enemies and hunters. The same approach

we have applied for the identification of opinion leader. The lead-

ing cause behind implementing FA is that it is best suited for our

model due to its searching optimality. For finding the local opti-

mal in local communities and global optimal in the social network,

it works in both exploitation and exploration phase respectively.

Therefore, both the searching strategies are too significant in their

respective region. Another advantage is that the value of the con-

trol parameters can be changed to minimize the total number of

iterations if it converges. Besides, the FA is also proficient to han-

dle a large number of nodes because as the nodes increases, it lo-

cates the local optimal simultaneously in each community; there-

fore, the overall complexity does not change as the size of the net-

work changes. The inherent characteristics of the individual entity

include centrality, rank, and prestige that attract other objects in

the social networks. These characteristics not only entice the other

actor but also able to change the behavior and decision of another

user. 

The proposed model behaves reminiscent of an intelligent ex-

pert system to classify the user as opinion leader by using its

optimal decision-making capability in the social network. An Ex-

pert system is a system that imitates the human decision making

knowledge and behavior in a particular domain. For classification

purpose, it utilizes the nature-inspired firefly algorithm in which

all the heuristic control parameters update automatically until the

result converges. The knowledge base of the model is the degree of

trust, and various centrality measures about the users in the net-

work and the collected knowledge are used to measure the attrac-

tiveness of the user. Therefore, the proposed model is capable of

identifying the highly knowledgeable, trusted, connected, socially

affluent, and expert people without any human inferences. 

The pseudo structure of the whole paper is as follows: in the

first segment, we dealt with the literature work related to the

opinion leader identification. Various methods have proposed for

identification of opinion leader by the different studies in the dif-

ferent domain of interest. In the second segment, we present the

problem origination and the background details of the social net-

work. In the third segment, we gave our proposed methodology

based on firefly algorithm. We also presented how the heuristic

parameters are elected, the complexity of the proposed algorithm

and motive for preferring firefly algorithm in detail. In the fourth

segment, we demonstrated the experimental result with a synthe-

sized and read data set. In the fifth segment, we described the

strengths and weaknesses of the proposed method and in the last

section; we have discussed the summary, limitations and future

scope of the proposed plan. Therefore, the primary vital features

of the article are as fol1lows: 

• A novel and innovative approach suggested that classify the

opinion leader not only at the global level but in the local com-

munity also. 
• Nature inspired meta-heuristic approach, using the firefly algo-

rithm, is anticipated to discover the opinion leader. 
• An improved and modified Louvain method proposed to find

out the communities within the social network. 
• The overall complexity of the projected firefly algorithm is su-

perior to the previously developed standard Social network

Analysis (SNA) measures in term of accuracy, precision, recall,

F1-score, and computational time. 

. Related work 

The influence of the user has defined in many ways in the social

etwork. Various studies used the different approaches to find out

he opinion leaders. Some of the methods included the degree of

rust, trust propagation, game theory, node centrality, user status,

ser activities, response time, text mining, sentiment analysis and

any more as a significant aspect to identify the same. According

o Trusov, Bodapati, and Bucklin (2010) , the user’s total number of

ctivities and levels influenced the behavior and decisions of their

riends. They proposed a variation of Bayesian shrinkage in Poisson

egression to determine the significant effect of user activity using

he user’s activity records. 

Li and Du (2011) proposed an ontology-based model BARR,

hich included blog content, authors, readers, and their relation-

hip, to identify the hot topics. Further, the identified hot top-

cs linked with opinion leader, and the decision makers used the

ontent posted by opinion leader on these hot topics, for signif-

cant marketing policies. According to Mak (2008) a game theo-

etic based approach is used that determines the null or weak re-

ult on the association of opinion leader-follower. The projected

odel consists of customer heterogeneity, Word-of-Mouth mes-

ages, time fondness, and social network. Goyal, Bonchi, and Lak-

hmanan (2008) projected a different method to discover the opin-

on leader with frequent pattern mining approach where a table of

ser actions created and analyzed their actions. Aghdam and Jafari

avimipour (2016) designed a new framework based on user’s to-

al trust value (TTL) and the opinion leaders identified based on

ighest TTL. Cho, wang, and Lee (2012) proposed a method to rec-

gnized opinion leader as a top marketing alternative in term of

ispersion speed and a supreme cumulative number of adopters.

hey also predicted that the opinion leaders are better for the wild

ispersion and have the highest sociality. 

Ma and Liu (2014) proposed super network theory, which

as a summation of text mining and network topology anal-

sis and defined four parameters: node superdegree, superedge

egree, superedge–superedge distance, and superedge overlap for

dentification of opinion leader. Van der Merwe and Van Heer-

en (2009) proposed a hypothesis and challenged the postulate

hat opinion leaders are topic specific by representing the strongly

oupled relationship between the domain-specific opinion leader-

hip with general opinion leadership. Li, Ma, Zhang, Huang, and

inshuk (2013) proposed a mixed framework that evaluated text

ontents and time influenced user behavior. The top-N opinion

eaders identified based on four attributes: novelty, activity, exper-

ise, and influence. After this step, the performance of the opin-

on leader evaluated concerning the parameters longevity and cen-

rality. Bodendorf and Kaiser (2010) anticipated a model built on

he concept of text mining and social network analysis. In this

odel, all the users who worked on the same type of text in

he social network are identified. Further, opinion leaders were

iscovered based on higher social relations. Shafiq, Ilyas, Liu, and

adha (2013) proposed an innovative Longitudinal User Centered

nfluence (LUCI) model that practiced the user collaboration in-

ormation, further, with the help of this information, clusters of

sers made and categorized them into four leader’s classes. They

alidate their experiment by implementing it on Everything2 so-

ial network dataset. Song, Chi, Hino, and Tseng (2007) proposed

 new algorithm, called InfluenceRank, that ranked blog not only

onsidering the content of the blog but also considered the in-

olvement of the blog in the network. They also stated that
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 the to
pinion leaders propagated new ideas, innovations, and opinions

n the blogosphere network. Aleahmad, Karisani, Rahgozar, and

roumchian (2016) proposed an algorithm, called OLFinder, clas-

ified the core topic of argument in social network and com-

uted the capability and the status notch of each actor in that

omain. After calculating these measures, a rank list of opinion

eaders obtained in the particular domain. Heidemann, Klier, and

robst (2010) proposed a PageRank based approach that considered

he user’s connectivity and communication activity as parameters.

harara, Getoor, and Norton (2011) projected a probabilistic survey-

ng method that united the secondary source of data with the par-

ial primary data. Opinion leaders discovered based on the network

f influence, i.e., consider only those users who were influenced

y the opinion leaders. Zhu, Lin, Lu, and Wang (2016) anticipated

 method based on sentiment analysis by examining user’s emo-

ional preferences and social network structure. Duan, Zeng, and

uo (2014) also proposed a framework based on sentiment analysis

n a web-based stock message board. Initially, they computed the

Author, year Method Mechanism

Song et al., 2007 Influence Rank algorithm Identify th

the conten

in the blog

algorithm 

according 

in the netw

Mak, 2008 Model-based on game theoretic 

approach 

Determine

result on t

opinion le

as also com

mouth and

heterogene

network. 

Goyal et al., 2008 Framework using frequent 

pattern mining approach 

Maintained

events and

actions. Id

leader bas

are highly

followers. 

Van der Merwe, R.; van 

Heerden, 2009 

Domain-specific opinion 

leadership hypothesis 

Link the le

phenomen

network th

that opinio

domain sp

topic spec

Trusov et al., 2010 Bayesian shrinkage in the 

Poisson regression model 

Determine

effect of u

user’s acti

Heidemann et al., 2010 PageRank based approach Analyzed t

connectivi

communic

parameter

design scie

Bodendorf & Kaiser, 2010 Design a model that supports 

text mining in social network 

Discovered

in the onli

mining an

opinion tre

relationshi

who also w

Sharara et al., 2011 An algorithm using the 

probabilistic approach 

The metho

secondary 

the partial

Opinion le

based on a

influence. 

Li & Du, 2011 An Ontology-based model 

called BARR 

Include blo

lovers, and

find the lig

leaders sel

material p

blog. 

Cho et al., 2012 Framework Used dispersion 

speed and the supreme 

cumulative number of adopters 

Opinion le

from high 

measured 

speed and

adopters. 
ser activity features based on the posts and then clustering tech-

iques applied to generate clusters with probable opinion lead-

rs. Chen, Hui, Wu, Liu, and Chen (2017) designed a novel system,

alled D_OLMiner that identified the opinion leader in a dynamic

ocial network by considering the time constraints. Luo, Yang,

hen, and Wei (2018) also proposed an improved weighted Leader-

ank algorithm based on a far-reaching preliminary effect of users

nd the total number of user interactions. 

Consequently, the variety of researchers proposed diverse mod-

ls, algorithms and framework in the distinct domain of interest

o understand the behavior and decision of people in the social

etwork from mathematics ( Bonacich, 1972; Freeman, 1978b ), e-

ommerce ( Zhao, Kou, Peng, & Chen, 2018 ), business and marketing

 Dichter, 1966; Domingos & Richardson, 2001 ), and computer sci-

nce ( Page, Brin, Motwani, & Winograd, 1998; Sharara et al., 2011 ).

he comparative studies of most of the previously proposed ap-

roaches are as follows: 

Pros Cons 

er based on 

ed by the user 

re. The 

nked the blogs 

 contribution 

Simple and uses coverage, 

diversity, and distortion 

metrics. 

Only applicable in the 

blogosphere; does not 

describe the method to 

remove extraneous content. 

null or weak 

ociation of 

llower as well 

d the world of 

mer 

ith the social 

Included the time discount 

factor and provided equilibrium 

in the network. 

Highly sophisticated and 

composite. 

table of user’s 

zed their 

d the opinion 

the trends that 

ed by their 

Scalable and highly efficient. Highly complex; does not 

support by all the datasets. 

hip 

th the social 

and proposed 

er are more 

rather than 

Useful for marketing strategies 

and the diffusion of new 

products. 

Limited only for marketing 

area and few centrality 

measures used. 

significant 

tivity using the 

cords. 

Identify only those users who 

influence user’s activity. 

Non-standard complex 

system. 

er’s 

 

activity as 

mixed it with 

esearch. 

Better precision and accuracy; 

useful for advertising strategies. 

Specific for marketing; 

parameters are not clearly 

defined. 

pinion leader 

um using text 

rmined the 

ased on the 

 other users 

on same text. 

Simple; use of tweet text. Suitable only for online 

forum and community. 

bined the 

e of data with 

ry data. 

discovered 

ork of 

Intelligently used primary and 

secondary data; reduce 

association cost. 

Missing a full joint 

approach, do not use the 

weighted mechanism. 

terial, novelist, 

 relationship to 

area. Opinion 

based on the 

by them in the 

Useful for marketing strategies. Only consider the blogs. 

discovered 

ity that is 

dispersion 

tal number of 

Useful for marketing strategies, 

diffusion of new products, and 

cascading behavior. 

Does not work if the initial 

amount of adopters is 

missing or unknown. 
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Li, Ma, Zhang, Huang, and 

Kinshuk, 2013 

Mixed framework Initially, eva

contents, tim

behavior in 

community 

discovered b

attributes: n

expertise, an

Shafiq et al., 2013 Longitudinal User Centered 

Influence (LUCI) Model 

Maintain use

information 

users into fo

categories. V

on two real 

Ma & Liu, 2014 Super network based 

Theoretical algorithm 

The propose

summation 

network top

authors also

new super n

rank super e

multidimens

Duan et al., 2014 Framework using sentiment 

analysis 

Mixing the c

with user se

computed th

features bas

Clustering te

to generate 

enclosed eff

leaders. 

Aghdam & 

Jafari Navimipour, 2016 

Framework using user’s total 

trust value (TTV) 

Computed th

in the netwo

set of users 

TTV. 

Aleahmad et al., 2016 OLFinder algorithm Categorized 

argument an

capability an

of each acto

Zhu et al., 2016 Leader-PageRank model based 

on Sentiment analysis 

Examined us

preferences 

structure. An

matrix desig

opinion lead

Chen et al., 2017 D_OLMiner algorithm Constructed 

network, fou

communities

centrality of

Most of the discussed approaches applied on static social net-

works in which the researchers considered the social network as

the invariant structure and find the opinion leader at the global

level. We have proposed a variety of algorithm in which opinion

leader identified at the local level within the community and the

global level in the network using the meta-heuristic firefly algo-

rithm. 

3. Problem origination 

In this segment, we discuss some familiar concepts related to

the graph theory to formulate our problem. Social network epito-

mizes the social structure organized around the group of actors.

The social network can be well-defined as per the un-directed

graph G = (V, E) where V signifies the group of nodes indicating

actors or user and E means the group of edges indicating the re-

lationship between the actors. The relationship between the ac-

tors can be friendship, acquaintances, author- coauthor relation-

ship and many more. Centrality component of a node is suitable

to classify the most convenient and influence node in the net-

work ( Boccaletti, Latora, Moreno, Chavez, & Hwang, 2006; Opsahl,

Agneessens, & Skvoretz, 2010; Ruhnau, 20 0 0 ). Furthermore, in the

section, we discuss the four types of different centrality measures:

closeness centrality (CC), betweenness centrality (BC), eigenvector

centrality (EC), and PageRank (PR) ( Freeman, 1978a ), used for cal-

culating the prominence P of the node that we will confer in the

next part of the section. 
 text 

 user 

 learning 

pinion leader 

n four 

, activity, 

uence. 

High performance and 

effortless. 

Only topic specific opinion 

leaders identified. 

raction 

lassify the 

der’s 

e the result 

ets. 

Use topological attributes of 

the network; high accuracy for 

a limited data set. 

Does Not support 

scalability; does not 

suitable for the dynamic 

social network. 

rithm is a 

 mining and 

analysis. The 

uced four 

k indexes to 

n the 

model. 

Uses the text mining and 

network topology and Include 

all common, psychosomatic, 

and ecological factors. 

Complex and not suitable 

for all type of social 

network. 

ing algorithm 

nt and 

r activity 

the posts. 

ues applied 

s that 

opinion 

Useful for web-based store 

communication board; less 

complex 

Only applicable in an 

online message board; does 

not describe the method to 

remove garbage content 

from tweets. 

 for all users 

d chosen the 

 the highest 

Simple, Suitable social network 

marketing (SNM) campaigning. 

Does not support by all 

dataset; lesser accurate. 

re topic of 

puted the 

 status value 

at domain. 

Accuracy in average precision 

and recall; simple algorithm. 

Use the number of 

re-tweets to measure the 

user’s reputation. 

otional 

cial network 

 weight 

 discover 

More accurate and consider 

human emotions. 

Complex; does not include 

all emotions. 

namic social 

e 

measured the 

user. 

Reduced computation time; 

solve the overlapping influence 

problem. 

Complex; does not suit for 

all dynamic social network 

.1. Closeness centrality (CC) 

This degree grooves a value for each node based on their close-

ess to all other nodes within the network. This scheme computed

he shortest paths between all nodes and based on the sum of the

hortest path; assign a value to every node as shown in Eq. (1 ). 

C ( x ) = 

1 ∑ y=n 
y=1 

d (x , y) 

(1)

here d ( x,y ) is the shortest distance between node x and node y. 

.2. Betweenness centrality (BC) 

Betweenness centrality considers the degree that counts the oc-

urrence of a node on the straight path between other nodes. It

an be defined as the fraction between the total number of short-

st paths exists between node i and node j passes through node

 to the total number of shortest paths exists between node i and

ode j as shown in Eq. (2 ). 

C ( x ) = 

∑ 

i � =x � =j 

c ( i , j ) ( x ) 

c ( i , j ) 
(2)

here c ( i,j ) ( x ) represents the total number of the shortest paths be-

ween node i and node j passes through node x, and c ( i,j ) ( x ) repre-

ents the total number of the shortest paths between node i and

ode j, 
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leader. 
.3. Eigenvector centrality (EC) 

Eigenvector centrality is used to quantify the impact of a node

n the network. In this scheme, all nodes having a relative mark

onstructed on the knowledge that association to high-marking

odes contribute more to the score of the node than parallel con-

ections to low-marking nodes. This measure shows the idea that

n actor is all the more vital as it associated with actors who are

hemselves essential as shown in Eq. (3 ). 

C ( i ) = 

1 

λ

∑ 

j � =i 

(
y ij . x j 

)
(3) 

here y ij represents the adjacency matrix and node j is the neigh-

or of node i. 

.4. PageRank (PR) 

PageRank algorithm used to uncover influential or important

odes whose influence extends beyond just their straight acquain-

ances as shown in Eq. (4 ). This algorithm used in citation network,

onitoring network activity, etc. 

R ( x ) = α + 

∑ 

j 
a ij 

xj 

L(j) 
+ 

1 − α

N 

(4) 

here L(j) is the total number of neighbors of node j. 

Now the factor additive centrality θ x of node x can be com-

uted as shown in Eq. (5 ). 

x = 

mean ( CC (x) , BC (x) , EC (x) , PR (x) ) 

d x 
(5) 

here d x represents the degree centrality of node x. The value

f additive centrality θ x is used to compute the prominence of a

ode, and it diverges between 0 and 1. 

.5. Prominence 

According to the proposed approach, Prominence of a node can

efine as a function that takes various types of centrality as input

nd produces a discrete value as prominence value for each node.

he prominence P of a node x is inversely proportional to the ad-

itive centrality θ x of node x as shown in Eq. (6 ). 

 x α
1 

θx 
(6) 

If we analyze the network structure enormously, we would ob-

erve that the node is having the smaller mean value of additive

entrality θ x but having higher degree centrality. The reason be-

ind this disparity is the stable and unstable triangle in the net-

ork, homophily, and triadic closure. Therefore, we characterized

he inverse relationship between prominence and additive central-

ty θ x by considering the degree centrality as measure feature for

omputing prominence. 

. Proposed approach 

In this segment, we demonstrate our proposed approach to dis-

over the local and global opinion leader in the social network.

irst, we projected a modified Louvain method to find out the com-

unities in the social network built on the modularity gain of the

etwork. In the next step, we used the modified firefly algorithm

o find out the opinion leader in the interclass and intra-class com-

unity. In the modified firefly algorithm, firefly indicates the set

f users who want to search the person having more attractive-

ess as compared to their attractiveness. The experimental result

uggested that the anticipated algorithm is better than the previ-

usly defined standard SNA measures. Now, we discuss the modi-

ed community partitioning algorithm and firefly algorithm. 
.1. Community partitioning algorithm 

A community can define as sub-network or group of nodes in

he network that represent some features of the network. In a

ocial network, it is a very crucial task to identify communities.

or example, Communities can be a cluster of users who follow

he same religion, group of animals living in the same geographi-

al region or network of author-coauthor who works on the same

ubject, etc. We have used the classical Louvain method for com-

unity detection in the social networks. In Louvain algorithm, a

reedy approach uses with hierarchical clustering in which con-

inuously removed the edges with higher betweenness centrality.

he central concept of this algorithm is based on the modularity

f the network. The value of modularity lies between 1 and −1

hich indicate the density of the edges of the network. If the den-

ity of the network is very high, all the nodes are coupled with

ach other strongly otherwise weakly coupled. The Louvain algo-

ithm is separated into two phases alternatively. In the first phase,

very node belongs to its community, and in the second phase,

very node is measured separately and positioned in the neigh-

oring community having the maximized modularity gain ( Clauset,

ewman, & Moore, 2004; Newman, 2006 ). The pseudo code of the

odified Louvain community detection algorithm is summarized

n Algorithm 1 . 

The modularity gain can be computed as shown in Eq. (7 ). 

 

′ 1 

2m 

∑ 

xy 

[
A xy − k x k y 

2m 

]
δ( c x c y ) − ( 1 − C x ) (7) 

In the above equation, c x and c y is the community of node x

nd node y respectively. The worth of function δ will be one if

oth nodes belong to the same community otherwise it will be

ero. The variable A xy represents the weight between node x and

ode y. The factor 
k x k y 
2 m 

represents the expected number of nodes

etween node x and node y where k x and k y is the degree of node

 and node y respectively and, m indicates the total weight of the

etwork. The value of modularity gain Ḿ lies between 1 and −1. In

he modified method, we proposed that the clustering coefficient

 x of node x is also affecting the modularity of the community. As

oon as the clustering coefficient of a node gradually increases, the

robability of the node of being the portion of the same commu-

ity also increases and vice versa. 

.2. Firefly algorithm’s variation in the social network 

Xin-She Yang instigated firefly algorithm in late 2007 at Cam-

ridge University. The basic idea of the firefly algorithm based

pon the flashing behavior of fireflies. We proposed the variation

f the mentioned algorithm for the social network to discover the

pinion leaders. In the exception of the suggested algorithm, the

ser behaves as Firefly and attractiveness of the user is propor-

ional to the prominence of the user. Therefore, our algorithm pro-

osed the following guidelines: 

• Initially, the entire user in the social network treated homoge-

neous user regardless of their gender. 
• Additive centrality θ x of the user is used to compute the promi-

nence P . 
• The attractiveness β of the user (Firefly) is proportional to the

prominence (brightness) of the user and as the centrality (dis-

tance) decrease; prominence about a user also decreases due

to triadic closure and homophily - the user attempt to discover

another user having more prominence than their prominence in

a particular domain. If the user could not find the one having

high prominence, the user stops the search. 
• Ranked the users based on attractiveness score to find opinion
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Algorithm 1 

Modified Louvain community detection. 

Input: Directed social network graph G = (V, E) 

Output: The hierarchical set of communities G’ . 

Steps: 

1. G’ = {}, the empty set of communities 

2. node n i ∈ G , put node n i in its local community C ; 

3. while (j � = max_no_of_node) do 

4. for all node n of G 

Position node n in its neighboring community C’ has the maximized modularity gain Ḿ. 

5. end for; 

6. end while; 

7. if (new_modularity > old_modularity) 

G’ = the network between communities of G ; 

8. else 

9. stop; 

10. end if; 
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4.2.1. Attractiveness 

According to the proposed model, the attractiveness β of the

user merely depends upon the light absorption coefficient γ and

prominence P of the user. Initially, if the user has not connected

to the network, still, the user has gained some attractiveness β0 

based on some prior interactions and experiences with other users.

If the user moves far away with the distance d from another user,

its attractiveness also decreases exponentially. Hence, we can de-

fine the attractiveness β of the user i within the community as

shown in Eq. (8 ). 

β = βo e 
−γ d 2 + P i (8)

Where βo is the attractiveness at distance d = 0, P i is the promi-

nence value of user i, and γ is light absorption coefficient. 

4.2.2. Progress 

The progress x t+1 
i 

of the user i, towards the more attractive user

j, can be computed using Eq. (9 ). 

x t+1 
i 

= x t i + βo e 
−γ d 2 

ij 

(
x t j − x t i 

)
+ αt ∈ 

t 
i (9)

Where x t 
i 

is the location of user i at time t , the second frac-

tion of the equation exists due to the attraction and the third frac-

tion of the equation, indicates the randomization process with αt 

is a randomized parameter, and ∈ 

t 
i 

is a vector of random numbers.

When the value of the light absorption coefficient γ is zero, it is

equivalent to the Levy flight firefly algorithm. 

4.2.3. Search optimality in firefly algorithm 

The vital component of any of the nature-inspired algorithm is

the searching optimality that indicates how efficiently algorithm

obtains the desired result. The firefly algorithm also exhibits the

two searching strategies: exploitation and exploration to find the

local and global optimal respectively ( Fister, Yang, & Brest, 2013 ).

In the proposed approach the exploration is gained by randomiza-

tion that included the random search by the user in the social net-

work to find the other users having more attractiveness than their

self-attractiveness. Therefore this searching approach is beneficial

to perceive the optimal opinion leader in the global extent. But for

achieving the desired result, the appropriate amount of balance is

needed between randomness and universal search. If the random-

ness is too high, it may be possible that the algorithm converges

very soon or neglects some local minima of the subgroups; hence

proper tuning required between randomness and universal search. 

For implementing the exploitation, many attributes required

that consists of information and experience about the local region,

the total number of users and their neighbors, and the distance

between the users. Besides this information, some other knowl-

edge related to subgroup shapes such as convexities, gradients, and

record of past processes also needed to find the local minima. The
ragmatic study from the observation states that exploitation tends

o enhance the rate of convergence of the algorithm; on the other

and, exploration tends to decrease the rate of convergence of the

lgorithm. 

The harmonizing between the exploitation and exploration is

ependent upon the nature of the network and its surroundings.

andscape-based optimality includes the entire information re-

arding the whole network, total number of users, centrality, in-

egree, out-degree, clustering coefficient and many more so that

n optimal solution can found at local as well as global level with

 lesser amount of exertion concerning time and number of iter-

tions. Although there is no proper guideline for landscape-based

ptimality, however, this synchronization mainly depends upon the

oncrete landscape based optimality. In the proposed approach,

oth exploitation and exploration are used to find the local and

lobal optimum minima. 

.3. Parameters setting 

For implementing the social network based firefly algorithm,

nitially, we set up the heuristic control parameter with the best

nvironment for the proposed research. Initially, we took some

andom values for the parameters and compared the results ac-

ordingly. In our study, not all the settings are heuristic; some

tatic parameters are also existed such as the size of the network,

he centrality of the node, and the degree of trust. We considered

nly 40% of the population for the test set and the remaining 60%

f the population used for validating the parameter’s value in the

esearch. 

In our research work, attractiveness ( β0), light absorption co-

fficient γ as prestige, randomize parameter α, the total number

f users in the network n , and the maximum number of itera-

ions i are heuristic parameters. The combination of n ∗i is appro-

riate for obtaining the solution space of the problem. If the value

f the n ∗i factor is immense, there is a privileged probability to

chieve the better value for all the parameters; but due to mem-

ry, time and resource constraints, we have practically considered

nly 2500 nodes of the ‘Small Slashdot’ dataset to hold the calcu-

ation of parameter within time. The value of all the parameters

s analyzed using the linear model Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

pproach ( Sthle & Wold, 1989 ). Initially, we take three groups in

hich the first group consists of 10 0 0 users that processed over

00 iterations, the second group consists of 2000 users that han-

led over 50 repetitions, and the third group comprises of 500

sers that processed over 20 0 0 iterations. For filling the entire en-

ries in the ANOVA table, we considered the additive centrality of

ach user for calculation. 

The ANOVA model consists of Degree of Freedom (DF), Mean

quare (MS), Sum of Squares (SS), F-statistic, and P-test values as
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Table 1 

Values of heuristic parameters using ANOVA. 

n ∗i 

Parameters Degree of 

Freedom (DF) 

Mean Square 

(MS) 

Sum of Squares 

(SS) 

F- 

statistic 

P- 

test 
α β0 γ

(50 0 ∗20 0) 0.1 0.1 0.01 2 45,893 2,674,981 25.87 0.0 0 0 

0.25 0.25 0.1 2 46,348 2,745,896 32.51 0.0 0 0 

0.5 0.5 0.15 2 52,872 3,876,403 59.07 0.003 

0.75 0.75 0.2 2 35,789 1,784,975 39.52 0.0 0 0 

1 1 0.25 2 27,841 879,423 17.93 0.0 0 0 

(10 0 0 ∗10 0) 0.1 0.1 0.01 2 45,893 2,758,106 39.05 0.0 0 0 

0.25 0.25 0.1 2 56,489 3,917,393 45.92 0.0 0 0 

0.5 0.5 0.15 2 62,958 4,728,491 65.20 0.005 

0.75 0.75 0.2 2 60,013 4,187,928 52.69 0.001 

1 1 0.25 2 41,433 2,711,942 21.72 0.0 0 0 

(20 0 0 ∗50) 0.1 0.1 0.01 2 16,784 1,078,349 24.97 0.0 0 0 

0.25 0.25 0.1 2 27,538 2,187,592 36.80 0.001 

0.5 0.5 0.15 2 38,222 4,007,828 48.53 0.004 

0.75 0.75 0.2 2 32,989 3,335,713 27.41 0.0 0 0 

1 1 0.25 2 29,483 2,967,485 15.36 0.0 0 0 
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Fig. 1. Trust representation between the users. 
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hown in Table 1 . Only those parameters consider as a statistically

ptimal parameter for which the value of P is less than or equals

o 0.05 with 95% confidence intensity. 

From the above statistical result, we have concluded that the

ptimal value for the heuristic parameters attractiveness β0 is 0.5,

alue for light absorption coefficient γ is 0.15, and value for ran-

omizing parameter α is 0.5. The heuristic parameter values that

re achieved using the ANOVA model are optimal values because

hese values are suitable for our dataset under few constraints. In

ur model too, there are few constraints also exists such as each

ser must know the degree of trust of other users, the initial size

f the network must identify, in-degree, out-degree, and clustering

oefficient of each node should be known. If the dataset revolu-

ionizes, it may be possible that the obtained parameters values

ill also diverge. Therefore, these values are the viable values that

re used to maximize the attractiveness of the user for our dataset.

.4. Complexity of firefly algorithm 

The complexity of most of the nature-inspired algorithm is un-

omplicated and straightforward. The firefly algorithm consists of

ne outer loop and one inner loop that iterates over the total num-

er of maximum iteration m and the overall size of network n , re-

pectively. So, the worst-case complexity of the algorithm is n 2 m

 Fister et al., 2013 ). Although, the complexity of the algorithm is

inear if the iteration is very far above the base level and n is rel-

tively near to the base level. The computation of the algorithm

lso engrosses the calculation of attractiveness value that is a lin-

ar function ω, involves the calculation of the degree of trust and

entrality of the entire node in the network. The complexity of this

raction is n ω that is linear; therefore, the overall complexity of

he proposed algorithm is Ө (n 2 m + n ω) ≈ O (n 2 ) . The pseudo code

f the modified firefly algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2 . 

The firefly algorithm initiated with a set of users called popu-

ation, and define the light absorption coefficient γ as prestige, for

ach user in the network. In this case, the user’s behavior is not

imilar to flashing behavior of firefly that releases the light to at-

ract the other fireflies; therefore the initial value of the light ab-

orption coefficient γ computed using the degree of trust that is

chieved by the user in the network ( Adali et al., 2010; Sherchan,

epal, & Paris, 2013 ). The degree of trust T between user x and

ser y can be computed using the following Eq. (10 ). 

 = f( d xy , d yx , d 

z 
xy , d 

z 
yx , r x , r y ) (10)

Where d xy is the degree of trust expends by user x on user y,

 yx is the degree of trust expands by user y on user x. d z xy is the

egree of trust that is supposed to be suggested by user x to user y
n user z, d z yx is the degree of trust that is supposed to be indicated

y user y to user x on user z. r x and r y is the reputation of user x

nd user y respectively. The trust can be direct trust (DT), indirect

rust (IDT), and recommended trust (RT) as shown in Fig. 1 . 

Further, each user attempts to search a user having more attrac-

iveness that computed with the help of prominence of the user. In

he mentioned algorithm, there are two iterations: the first itera-

ion for the outer users and second iteration for the current user

hose prominence value compared with the prominence value of

he other users. If a user searches another user having higher at-

ractiveness, the first user updated its knowledge about the attrac-

iveness of user and socialized this knowledge to its all dimension.

imilarly, all the users have pursued the identical procedure and

ocialize the experience to their entire neighbor in all aspects. At

ast, all the users who have higher attractiveness considered as

pinion leaders in the social network. The flow chart of the pro-

osed algorithm represented in Fig. 2 . 

.5. Why do we prefer firefly algorithm? 

To efficiently answer this question, we deeply analyzed the

ain feature of the firefly algorithm that makes it so efficient to

dentify the opinion leader in the social network as follows: 

• The firefly algorithm is nature inspired swarm intelligence

based heuristic algorithm in which multiple agents interacted

with each other and solves the global optimization problems.

The central concept of the firefly algorithm based on the bright-

ness and attractiveness of the firefly. As soon as the distance

between the user’s changes gradually, the attractiveness factor

of the user also updated in the same proportion and the whole

population of the network is automatically divided into mul-

tiple subgroups. In each subgroup, all users move around lo-

cal optimum. Once the local optimum of all the subgroups has

measured, the most excellent global optimum solution can be

established ( Yang & He, 2013 ). 
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Algorithm 2 

Modified Firefly Algorithm. 

Input: 

1. Generate an initial population of users u i (i = 1,2, 3…n) 

2. Initial light absorption coefficient γ as prestige. 

Output: list of users having the highest attractiveness 

Steps: 

1. Compute the prestige of each user based on the degree of trust. 

2. Set all the heuristic parameters attractiveness β0 , light absorption coefficient γ , randomizing parameter α, derived using the ANOVA model. 

3. Evaluate initial attractiveness of the user u i using Eq. (8). 

4. Measure user’s progress toward other user using Eq. (9). 

5. while (iteration ≤ max_iteration) 

{ 

6. for (i = 0; i < user_population_size; i ++ ) 

7. for (j = i; j < user_population_size; j ++ ) 

{ 

8. if (Pi > Pj) 

9. Update the user’s attractiveness via e −γ

} 

10. Update current user attractiveness 

11. iteration ++ ; 

} 

12. Return the list of users with their attractiveness. 

13. end; 

Fig. 2. Firefly algorithm flow chart. 
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• The second chief virtue of this algorithm is as the whole pop-

ulation separated into numerous subgroups, firefly permits to

find local optimal simultaneously in each community. There-

fore, as the population in the network amplifies, there is no

effect on the computation time to find local optimum. 
• The third advantage of the firefly algorithm is that the control

parameter, light absorption coefficient γ can control as the it-

erations in execution to swift and speed up the chances of con-

verges. That means as the result converges; the procedure dis-

continues the iterations and locates the optimal value for the

control parameters. 

. Experiment and evaluation 

In this segment, we applied the proposed algorithm on synthe-

ized and real data sets, and evaluated the algorithm. Initially, we

nvestigated the datasets and next compared the results with the

tandard SNA measures that are used to find opinion leader in the

ocial network. 

.1. Dataset 

.1.1. Synthesized dataset 

The synthesized dataset has the total of 20 nodes and 70 edges

s shown in Fig. 3 (a). The density of the network is 7.00, and

he degree of each node is illustrated in Fig. 3 (b). Now, we have

pplied a modified Louvain community detection algorithm and

ound the total four communities for the mentioned dataset. In the

ext step, we implemented the proposed modified firefly algorithm

o compute the attractiveness of each user in each community to

nd out the local opinion leaders according to their attractiveness.

he attractiveness and SNA measures of top-3 users in each com-

unity are shown in Table 2 . We also applied the same algorithm

or the whole network structure to identify the opinion leader at

he global level. Once we computed the attractiveness of each user,

anked the user according to their attractiveness and found the

op-N ( = 5) number of global opinion leaders in the network as

hown in Table 3 . 

.1.2. Real dataset 

We implemented our algorithm on a real dataset named ‘small

lashdot’, which is a network of friends and foes ( Al-Oufi, Kim, &

l Saddik, 2012; Tang, Lou, & Kleinberg, 2012 ) as shown in Fig. 4 .

he dataset has total 13,182 nodes as users, 34,621 edges repre-

ent the friend relationship among the users, and the density of

he network is 5.1981. There are 76.7% users related with friend

elationship and rest of the users associated with foes relationship.

e have applied the same procedure for this dataset as we had

pplied on the synthesized dataset. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Synthesized social network architecture (b) Node degree distribution. 

Table 2 

Top-3 Local opinion leader based on various SNA measures and proposed algorithm in each community for the synthesized dataset. 

Local community Node id DC Node id BC node id CC Node id Eigenvector Node id PageRank Node id Firefly attractiveness 

1 12 0.473684 12 0.063464 12 0.655172 12 0.26998632 12 0.062541 12 0.218250 0 08 

2 0.315789 19 0.035791 2 0.575758 2 0.198201878 19 0.045186 2 0.119558582 

15 0.315789 2 0.022086 15 0.575758 15 0.194527396 15 0.043607 15 0.118810812 

2 8 0.684211 8 0.142888 8 0.762192 8 0.377563673 8 0.086 86 8 8 0.392312044 

1 0.421053 17 0.045134 1 0.633333 1 0.263850871 1 0.055526 1 0.180753303 

13 0.368421 1 0.034884 20 0.612903 13 0.224548087 17 0.050955 17 0.153157071 

3 11 0.473684 4 0.048933 4 0.633333 11 0.28789483 11 0.061513 11 0.208180898 

4 0.421053 11 0.042203 11 0.633333 4 0.237325065 4 0.056041 4 0.183708542 

5 0.368421 16 0.033431 5 0.612903 5 0.229619483 16 0.050074 5 0.151071918 

4 6 0.421053 9 0.057866 6 0.633333 6 0.237956773 6 0.055904 6 0.181841781 

9 0.368421 6 0.041133 9 0.59375 14 0.194342717 9 0.051139 9 0.152272076 

14 0.315789 14 0.020969 14 0.575758 9 0.189659725 14 0.043487 14 0.119333331 

Table 3 

Top 5 global opinion leader based on various SNA measures and proposed algorithm for the synthesized dataset. 

Node id DC Node id BC Node id CC Node id Eigenvector Node id PageRank Node id Firefly attractiveness 

8 0.684211 8 0.142888 8 0.76 8 0.377564 8 0.086 86 8 8 0.392312044 

12 0.473684 12 0.063464 12 0.655172 11 0.287895 12 0.062541 12 0.218250 0 08 

11 0.473684 9 0.057866 4 0.633333 12 0.269986 11 0.061513 11 0.208180898 

4 0.421053 4 0.048933 11 0.633333 1 0.263851 4 0.056041 4 0.183708542 

6 0.421053 17 0.045134 6 0.633333 6 0.237957 6 0.055904 6 0.181841780 

Fig. 4. Structure of ‘small slashdot’ social network. 
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In the real dataset, there is some missing relationship value be-

ween the users also exist. Therefore, we use the arithmetic mean

f the degrees of the entire node for filling those missing values.

nitially, we have measured the total degree of trust for each user

or measuring the prestige. Further, we applied the modified Lou-

ain community partitioning algorithm on this dataset and identi-

ed the total of 28 community structures. The identification of the

ommunity depends upon the type of the network, and the attrac-

iveness of the user relies on the landscape of the network that
ncludes the overall knowledge about the network. The in-degree,

ut-degree and total degree distribution of the entire nodes of the

etwork, are shown in Fig. 5 . 

Next, we used the experimental value of all the heuristic pa-

ameters for the dataset and applied the modified firefly algorithm.

he firefly attractiveness of the top opinion leader of each com-

unity is shown in Table 4 , and the top-10 global opinion leader

dentified by our approach and other SNA measures, calculated on

he same dataset, are shown in Table 5 . 

In the mentioned tables, we have compared the results ob-

ained from our algorithm with the Social Network Analysis (SNA)

tandard measures. Each table includes total six columns, and each

olumn has two sub-columns; the first sub-column contains the

ode id and second sub-column consists of the value for the par-

icular measure, i.e., in Table 5 , the degree centrality of the node

aving id 936 is 0.031409. Similarly, for both real and synthesized

ataset, we have found four tables. Tables 2 and 3 are for the

ynthesized dataset to discover opinion leader in local and global

eader respectively while Tables 4 and 5 are for real dataset to de-

ermine opinion leader in local and global leader respectively. The

ast column in each of the table displays the firefly attractiveness

f the node according to the proposed method. Although there are

o standard methods for identifying the opinion leader in the so-

ial network and it is also very hard-hitting to describe the accu-

acy and precision of an algorithm. 
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Fig. 5. Degree, Out-degree, and In-degree distribution of network. 

Table 4 

Top Local opinion leader based on various SNA measures and proposed algorithm in each community for real dataset. 

Comm- unity Node id DC Node id BC Node id CC Node id Eigenvector Node id PageRank Node id Firefly attractiveness 

1 8 0.025036 8 0.050489 8 0.399739 8 0.114438 8 0.003896 8 0.60 0 012 

2 757 0.013656 757 0.013203 237 0.362853 237 0.015079 757 0.002864 757 0.512457 

3 822 0.020256 822 0.021471 822 0.353719 822 0.019695 822 0.00405 822 0.491772 

4 898 0.021925 898 0.022510 898 0.364136 898 0.03599 898 0.004114 898 0.324512 

5 190 0.030802 190 0.036551 190 0.374471 190 0.079614 190 0.005791 190 0.598897 

6 520 0.011683 520 0.013942 454 0.338434 520 0.005383 520 0.002719 520 0.356568 

7 394 0.017449 394 0.020450 394 0.337542 22 0.009751 394 0.0 040 04 394 0.462458 

8 163 0.016918 163 0.021447 163 0.352867 155 0.019351 163 0.003862 163 0.495554 

9 522 0.029436 522 0.037023 522 0.375666 522 0.051219 522 0.005496 522 0.596478 

10 825 0.029740 825 0.031148 825 0.35607 607 0.06069 825 0.005823 825 0.594271 

11 834 0.014946 834 0.016314 935 0.356407 834 0.018006 834 0.003184 834 0.426680 

12 523 0.018436 523 0.026269 523 0.371432 523 0.020027 523 0.003503 523 0.345609 

13 617 0.016539 905 0.019068 617 0.351397 905 0.028331 905 0.003451 617 0.487541 

14 642 0.030726 642 0.033205 642 0.359018 642 0.030803 642 0.006029 642 0.595370 

15 936 0.031409 936 0.024885 936 0.396266 913 0.166398 791 0.004299 936 0.594602 

16 62 0.031034 62 0.027942 62 0.380075 62 0.125934 62 0.004781 62 0.602541 

17 162 0.018056 162 0.018683 106 0.371149 106 0.02064 162 0.003867 106 0.587458 

18 344 0.013582 344 0.015740 344 0.361629 344 0.032871 344 0.002594 344 0.452112 

19 644 0.018208 644 0.019741 644 0.346112 644 0.013661 644 0.00382 644 0.475556 

20 57 0.017677 57 0.021058 57 0.368772 57 0.042123 669 0.003462 57 0.482331 

21 184 0.031105 184 0.085150 184 0.385669 653 0.086983 184 0.006851 184 0.601245 

22 794 0.015932 794 0.014683 794 0.354271 893 0.046384 794 0.002878 794 0.548854 

23 706 0.0 0 0607 706 0.001062 706 0.262063 706 0.0 0 0162 706 0.0 0 0251 706 0.574845 

24 855 0.011532 855 0.014769 453 0.338365 453 0.005211 855 0.0 030 07 453 0.554002 

25 142 0.020712 142 0.022020 142 0.361837 142 0.033016 142 0.003955 142 0.495822 

26 173 0.025871 173 0.031230 797 0.353928 797 0.035669 173 0.005691 173 0.521406 

27 813 0.015477 813 0.013895 813 0.346131 813 0.036252 813 0.002878 813 0.560 0 02 

28 248 0.011228 248 0.012686 248 0.344107 1072 0.00794 568 0.002602 248 0.485690 

Table 5 

Top-10 Global opinion leader based on various SNA measures and proposed algorithm for real dataset. 

Node id DC Node id BC Node id CC Node id Eigenvector Node id PageRank Node id Firefly attractiveness 

936 0.031409 184 0.085150 8 0.399739 913 0.166398 184 0.006851 62 0.602541 

184 0.031105 8 0.050489 936 0.396266 62 0.125934 642 0.006029 184 0.601245 

62 0.031030 522 0.037023 82 0.390757 8 0.114438 825 0.005823 8 0.60 0 012 

190 0.030802 190 0.036551 43 0.388648 653 0.086983 190 0.005791 190 0.598897 

642 0.030726 642 0.033205 625 0.387688 190 0.079614 173 0.005690 522 0.596478 

913 0.030726 173 0.031230 913 0.385872 607 0.06069 522 0.005496 642 0.595370 

82 0.030574 825 0.031148 184 0.385669 522 0.051219 62 0.004780 913 0.594829 

791 0.030498 62 0.027942 791 0.383302 893 0.0463 791 0.004299 936 0.594602 

825 0.029740 523 0.026269 74 0.381494 57 0.042123 898 0.004114 825 0.594271 

522 0.029436 936 0.024885 62 0.380075 813 0.036252 822 0.004050 791 0.594158 
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Further, in our investigation, we identified that there is a cor-

relation between the light absorption coefficient γ and the size of

the network, we analyzed that changes in the values of light ab-

sorption coefficient γ and the size of the network, also affect the

correlation coefficient r . As soon as we modify the value of the

light absorption coefficient γ , the amount of correlation coefficient

also changes as shown in Fig. 6 . 

We can infer that as the light absorption coefficient increase

initially, correlation coefficient also increases but later it decreases
radually. Hence, we found that the correlation coefficient r also

hanges as the number of opinion leader changes as shown in

able 6 . 

Furthermore, the experimental result also indicates that if we

ompared the findings proposed by our algorithm to the other

ethods used for the same, the total number of opinion leaders

dentified in each community is also varied. Now, we have demon-

trated top 5% opinion leaders out of the total number of users dis-
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Table 6 

Correlation coefficient r and Light absorption coefficient γ relationship. 

Light absorption coefficient ( γ ) r ( N = 10) r ( N = 100) r( N = 500) r (N = 10 0 0) r ( N = 50 0 0) r ( N = 10,0 0 0) 

0.2 0.3250 0.3255 0.4021 0.4350 0.4822 0.5214 

0.5 0.3511 0.3758 0.4832 0.5298 0.6235 0.7566 

0.7 0.3355 0.3473 0.4521 0.4752 0.5214 0.6323 

C
or

re
la

tio
n 

co
ef

fic
ie

nt

Light absorption coefficient 

Fig. 6. Absorption and Correlation coefficient relation. 
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overed by each method in the social network for the real dataset

s shown in Fig. 7 . 

We can observe that the proposed algorithm found only those

sers as opinion leaders who are highly competent and deserving

n the communities. 

For the validation of the proposed method, we compared

he results produced by the proposed research with other SNA

easures concerning the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score

 POWERS, 2011 ). For measuring all the performance metrics, we

xploit the ground truth of the communities. Ground truth pro-

ides the actual information about communities, and the total

umber of opinion leaders exists in those communities. There

re four performance metrics: Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-

core that indicate how good our prototype is ( Makhoul, Kubala,

chwartz, & Weischedel, 1999; Thagard, 2008 ). There are four pa-

ameters: True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP),

nd False Negative are used for measuring these statistical perfor-

ance metrics ( François, 2006 ). Let us discuss each parameter in

rief as follow: 

True Positive (TP): These values are the valid projected positive

values, i.e., both the actual class and the anticipated class

states yes. 

True Negative (TN): These values are the valid projected neg-

ative values, i.e., both the actual class and the anticipated

class states no. 

False Positive (FP): These values are the false projected posi-

tive values, i.e., the actual class states no and the anticipated

class states yes. 

False Negative (FN): These values are the false projected neg-

ative values, i.e., the actual class states yes and the antici-

pated class states no. 

Now, we briefly discuss the Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-

core as follow: 

Accuracy: Accuracy of the model can be defined as the ratio

between total correctly predicted value and the total no of

predicted values. It is the most significant factor to evaluate

that how best our proposed model is. 

Accuracy = 

TP + TN 
TP + TN + FP + FN 

t  
Precision: Precision of the model can be defined as the ratio

between the acceptably forecasted positive values and total

positive values. If the precision is very high, it assured that

the model finds the lesser number of false positive values. 

Precision = 

TP 

TP + FP 

Recall: Recall of the model can be defined as the fraction be-

tween the acceptably forecasted positive values and all the

yes observations in actual class. 

Recall = 

TP 

TP + FN 

F1-score: F1-score is the subjective average of recall and preci-

sion. Therefore, it takes both false positive and false negative

into account. 

F1 − score = 2 ∗ ( Recall ∗ Precision ) 

( Recall + Precision ) 

For example, consider a social network; in which total 100

odes are known opinion leader from provided ground truth. Ac-

ording to the proposed model, if 73 nodes found as true positive,

2 nodes found as true negative, five nodes found as false posi-

ive and ten nodes found as a false negative, the Accuracy, Preci-

ion, Recall, and F1-score of the model is 0.8500, 0.935, 0.879, and

.906 respectively. We can infer that our approach produces better

esults as compared to other standard measures as shown in Fig. 8 .

Additionally, we also observed that when the values of the

euristic control parameters revolutionize in a different province,

he total amount of dignified opinion leader might vary. The crux

f the research is to optimize the attractiveness of the user that

ersuades other assessment and perception about a particular ob-

ect. Firefly algorithm is appropriate for the social network because

he behavior of the firefly matched with the user’s behavior of the

ocial network. Moreover, we also observed that the total compu-

ation time taken by our algorithm is also very less as compared

o other SNA measure as shown in Fig. 9 . 

The modified Louvain method is helpful to uncover the essen-

ial communities. We have compared the average running time and

odularity value between the original and the modified Louvain

ethod as shown in Table 7 and found the improved and opti-

ized result. Therefore, confidently we can say that proposed al-

orithms produce better outcomes as compared to other standard

NA measures. 

. Strength and weakness of the proposed method 

As we have discussed in the previous section that until now,

early no research work has been done using nature-inspired al-

orithms to identify opinion leader. Although, over the earlier pe-

iod, many researchers proposed various approaches to find out the

pinion leader in the social network but none of them had sug-

ested any heuristic move toward the same. Nature inspired al-

orithm is the excellent resource of stimulation for cracking real

orld tribulations. The first time, we have introduced the nature-

nspired firefly algorithm to find out the opinion leaders in the so-

ial network. These techniques are too expandable and resilience

o resolve any complex problem as the size and aptitude of the
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Fig. 7. Comparison of BC, DC, EC, PR, and proposed approach for the top 5% users in each community for real data set. 

Table 7 

Comparison between proposed and original Louvain method for real and synthesized 

data set. 

Attributes Original Louvain Proposed Louvain 

Real Synthesized Real Synthesized 

No of nodes 13,182 20 13,182 20 

Modularity 0.8522 0.542 0.7237 0.483 

No of runs 100 10 100 10 

Average running time (in sec.) 749 18 638 11 

(a)

(b)
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Fig. 8. Comparison of accuracy, precision, recall, and F 1 -score for (a) real data set (b) synthesized data set. 
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problem increases ( Fister et al., 2013 ). The proposed method can

discover the opinion leader more accurately and precisely even

though the network size is increasing. For legalize the above state-

ment, we have compared the results with the other standard SNA

measures and found that our proposed research work is much bet-
er in term of accuracy, precision, F1-score, recall and computation

ime. The proposed method behaves like an intelligent system be-

ause each user computes its prominence value repeatedly from

arious centrality measures whenever the user’s position changes

r a new node added in the network. It wisely discovers only those
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Fig. 9. Comparison of computation time for the real and synthesized data set. 
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sers who are competent to be an opinion leader. No other pre-

iously developed algorithm was able to handle this feature. The

revious researchers were able to find the opinion leader only

ithin the social network, but the proposed model discovers the

pinion leader not only on the global level but on the local level

ithin each community also. Therefore, it provides inter-network

nd intra-network opinion leader. The proposed model also in-

ludes the trust factor for identifying the light absorption coef-

cient γ of each user. The light absorption coefficient γ is pri-

arily used to measure the prestige that eventually measures the

rominence of the user. Hence, the proposed research work also

ncludes the trust factor as well. Besides, the modified Louvain

ethod is intended to discover the communities in the social net-

ork build on the modularity gain of the network. The proposed

ouvain method also includes the clustering coefficient to attain

odularity gain. 

The weakness of the proposed model is that it can discover the

pinion leader in the static social network. In the social network,

he relationship between the users and the number of users in the

etwork changes with time. In the future, we would make an ef-

ort to propose the same algorithm for the dynamic social network

oo. In the social network, there exhibit lots of copious features

uch as total number of re-tweets, text description, number of fol-

owers, user’s sentiment, the total number of user’s login, user’s

nterest, and many more. Our proposed model only includes trust,

lustering coefficient, the distance between the user, and centrality

o measure the attractiveness of each user. In the future, we would

ttempt to include some more features to measure attractiveness,

o that we could find opinion leader more precisely. There are var-

ous other nature-inspired algorithms exists, such as PSO, Bee op-

imization, Ant colony optimization and many more but we have

onsidered only the firefly algorithm in this research. In the future,

e would also make an effort to find out the opinion leader using

ther nature-inspired algorithms. 

. Conclusion and future scope 

We have introduced a novel approach to discover the local

nd global opinion leader in the social network communities us-

ng heuristic firefly search algorithm. Although, it is very tedious

o find out the competent, deserving and knowledgeable opinion

eader in social network, yet we have attempted to solve the prob-

em up to a certain level. There are various other factors such as

rust ( Aghdam & Jafari Navimipour, 2016; Dorigo & Di Caro, 1999 ),

extual content ( Dubois & Gaffney, 2014 ), user’s opinion and senti-

ent ( Duan et al., 2014 ) and many other factors that we discussed

arlier, can also be associated with our algorithm to discover the

pinion leader more precisely. 
In our proposed algorithm, initial, we identified the communi-

ies using the modified Louvain community partitioning algorithms

n which the concept of clustering coefficient is associated to find

ut the communities. Next, we found the local and global opinion

eader using the firefly algorithm that produces the better result as

ompared to other SNA measures, and the results indicate that the

roposed algorithm finds the optimal opinion leaders. 

Although the proposed approach can be implemented on lots of

eal-world applications but due to space constraints, we are con-

idering only a few applications. One of the primary real-world

pplications of this model is a recommendation system that rec-

mmends the implications based on user interest and importance.

f the person’s earlier period activities are parallel to some other

erson’s actions, in the future, it may be possible that the same

erson also resembles the same actions. The proposed model is

ery conducive to recommend the best products, reviews, friend-

hip, movies, hotels, and so on with the help of opinion leader in

hat particular domain. In this application, the user will behave as

 firefly, and the entire users will search for another user having

ore expertise in a specific field. That user will consider as an

pinion leader who provides the recommendation to other users.

he traditional recommended system pays no attention to the re-

ationship among the entire users, but in the social network rela-

ionship among the users present that further may be helpful for

ritical decisions. Therefore, the proposed model not only obliging

he optimal suggestions but also considers the relationships among

he user in the social network. The proposed model can also be re-

arded as an expert system if it recommends the activities and ac-

ions using Artificial Intelligence ( Katarya & Verma, 2016a, 2016b ). 

The proposed model will be cooperative for disaster manage-

ent that provides the architecture to handle the natural disas-

er such as earthquake, volcanoes, flood, drought and many more

y their decision-making capabilities using a social network and AI

echniques ( Underwood, 2010 ). The developed model will be very

eneficial and assistive if it is intelligently figured out the proper

esource management among the areas, which are deeply affected

y natural disaster. In this application, whenever any natural disas-

er occurs in any area, the user will share the information through

he social networking sites. The model will use their intelligence

nd take administrative decisions to reduce economic misplace as

uch as possible. 

In the future, the proposed model can be used as an expert sys-

em to amalgamate all components of agriculture such as water

anagement, soil management, disease management, crop man-

gement, rainwater management, resource management and many

ore into a scaffold which concentrate on the best optimal pos-

ible solution for the farmers to get rid of any agriculture-related

roblem ( Zhang, Wang, & Wang, 2002 ). In this framework, the en-

ire farmers will consider as firefly that updates their attractive-
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ness values by searching the more competent, knowledgeable, and

skilled farmers using the rule-based and knowledge base technique

incorporate with a social network. This framework is more suitable

in the current scenario because still most of the farmers are not

aware of modern agricultural tools, methods, and techniques. With

the help of this model, we will be able to find out the knowledge-

able opinion leader in the agriculture domain. 

Another application of the proposed model is in crime manage-

ment. In this approach, we can identify the most notorious and

dangerous person in the set of the criminal person by considering

the centrality of the node, clique, and k-core element in the net-

work. Hence, in this application, the most notorious person will be

viewed as a leader against which most of the criminal cases filled,

and these people are the core leader of the group. We can also

track the person’s scandalous background by sharing the informa-

tion with other cops and update their records accordingly. We can

also discover the most cohesive set of criminals via this approach.

Therefore, In the future, the proposed model will be conducive to

identify the criminals and in some cases, can reduce the crime rate

too. 

The proposed model can also be used to discover optimal re-

searchers in the educational domain. In the educational realm, the

lot of researchers exists, but it is very challenging to identify the

most active researchers in a specialized area. Hence, the proposed

approach can behave as an expert system that will classify the

researchers into different categories using other researcher’s feed-

back incorporated with AI techniques. 

Furthermore, in the future, we can also use the other meta-

heuristic and nature-inspired algorithms such as PSO, Cuckoo

search, Whale optimization, and many others to discover the

opinion leader ( Li, Ma, Zhang, & Huang, 2013; Luo et al., 2018;

Yang, 2010 ). Even in the future, we will also concern to improve

the accuracy of the algorithm by considering the network topol-

ogy, user’s opinion, and user’s tweets. 

One of the limitations of this algorithm is that it implemented

on the static social network. Now a day, networks changes rapidly

and the relationship between the users appear and disappear very

quickly. Hence, it is required to implement this algorithm on the

dynamic social network that indicates the dynamic nature of the

network ( Skyrms & Pemantle, 20 0 0 ). 
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